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The new VMA202 soundbar speaker mount was specially engineered to fit 
VisionMount XF228, VXF220, LF228, VLF220 and VLF210 mounts for an optimal 
listening experience. This great space-saving solution is easy to install and 
requires no additional drilling. ProSet™ height and level adjustments allow 
easy vertical and horizontal correction for perfect speaker positioning.

NEW VISIONMOUNT® 
FULL-MOTION MOUNTS

BEFORE

AFTER

Open wall-plate 
design provides 
generous space for 
cable management

ProSet™ height and 
level adjustments ensure 
TV is perfectly positioned 
after installation

Patent-pending adjustment 
ring allows TV to move easily 
while maintaining tension, so 
it’s simple to find and keep 
the perfect viewing angle

MODEL............................. VXF220 
TV SIZE RANGE.............42" – 65"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ........200 lbs.
EXTENSION ..................20"
AVAILABLE ...................Jan 2010

MODEL .........................VMA202-B1
COMPATIBLE WITH ......XF228, VXF220,  
                                 LF228, VLF220  
                                 VLF210
WEIGHT CAPACITY ........35 lbs.
AVAILABLE ...................Feb 2010

Our two new full-motion mounts feature post-installation height 
and leveling adjustments, plus a major innovation: an in-arm 
cable management channel that even allows cables to run through 
the joint for a truly flawless look. The LF228 and XF228 come with 
pre-assembled interfaces, so they’re easier than ever to install.

NEW VISIONMOUNT® 
SOUND BAR

SOUND BAR

MODEL .....................XF228
TV SIZE RANGE.........42" – 63"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ....200 lbs.
EXTENSION ..............28"
AVAILABLE ...............Now

MODEL......................... LF228
TV SIZE RANGE........... 37" – 58"
WEIGHT CAPACITY..... 135 lbs.
EXTENSION................. 28"
AVAILABLE................... Now

FULL-MOTION MOUNTS ALL-WEATHER FULL-MOTION MOUNT

COMING

SOON

COMING

SOON

FollowThru™ in-arm cable
management channel 
protects and completely 
conceals all cables without 
inhibiting movement, even 
through the joint
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NEW VISIONMOUNT® 
MOTORIZED MOUNT
Our new motorized full-motion mount offers fully automated 
extension up to 9" from the wall with the touch of a button. The 
easy-to-install VLMF109 can shift left and right after mounting 
to ensure perfect TV placement, and its open wall plate design 
allows ample room for cable management.

MODEL .........................VLMF109
TV SIZE RANGE.............37" – 56"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ........130 lbs.
AVAILABLE ...................Jan 2010

MOTORIZED MOUNT

Open wall plate design 
allows ample room for 
cable management

Motorized mount allows 
fully automated extension 
up to 9" from the wall

Retracts to just 2" from 
wall in home position

Smooth, motorized movement 
quietly positions the TV for 
the perfect viewing angle



FollowThru™ in-arm cable
management channel protects 
and completely conceals all cables 
without inhibiting movement, 
even through the joint

Open wall-plate design 
provides generous space 
for cable management

TV can be rotated up to 
6° clockwise or counter-
clockwise after mounting to 
ensure it’s perfectly aligned 
with its surroundings

NEW VISIONMOUNT® 
FULL-MOTION MOUNTS
Engineered for the most intuitive installation possible, our new full-motion 
mounts extend up to 20" from the wall and feature exclusive technologies 
that make them even easier to use. Post-installation level adjustment allows 
TVs to rotate up to 6° clockwise and counterclockwise to ensure they are 
perfectly level, and FollowThru™ in-arm channels conceal cables the entire 
length of the arm, even through the joint.

MODEL ........................VMF220
TV SIZE RANGE............ 26" – 46"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ....... 100 lbs.
AVAILABLE ..................Jan 2010

MODEL ........................VLF220
TV SIZE RANGE............ 37" – 56"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ....... 130 lbs.
AVAILABLE ..................Jan 2010

FULL-MOTION MOUNTS

Virtual Axis™ tilting technology 
allows effortless viewing angle 
adjustment without the use of tools

Patent-pending adjustment 
ring allows TV to move easily 
while maintaining tension, so 
it’s simple to find and keep 
the perfect viewing angle



MODEL ........................VLF210
TV SIZE RANGE............ 37" – 56"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ....... 150 lbs.
AVAILABLE ..................Jan 2010

FULL-MOTION MOUNT

NEW VISIONMOUNT® 
FULL-MOTION MOUNT
Our latest large full-motion mount offers up to 10" of extension, 
making it perfect for rooms with limited space. Virtual Axis™ tilting 
technology allows effortless viewing angle adjustment without the 
use of tools, and its open wall plate provides ample room for in-wall 
cable installation and maintenance.
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In-arm cable management 
channel protects and conceals 
cables the length of the arm 
for a clean installation

Virtual Axis™ tilting technology 
allows effortless viewing angle 
adjustment without the use of tools

Open wall-plate design 
provides generous space 
for cable management

TV can be rotated up to 6° clock-
wise or counterclockwise after 
mounting to ensure it’s perfectly 
aligned with its surroundings

Mount can shift left and right 
on wall plate after installation 
to ensure perfect placement, 
even with off-center studs



MODEL ........................ LL11-B1
TV SIZE RANGE............ 37" – 65"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ....... 150 lbs.
AVAILABLE ..................Now Shipping

MODEL ........................ML11-B1
TV SIZE RANGE............ 26" – 46"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ....... 100 lbs.
AVAILABLE ..................Now Shipping

Innovative ClickStand™  
holds TV away from wall for 
easy cable access without 
having to remove TV

ProSet™ post-installation height and 
leveling adjustments allow TV to be 
perfectly positioned after hanging 

Rail design allows TV to shift left 
and right for perfect placement 
with off-center studs

Super Slim low-profile mounts 
place TVs just .55" from wall—
less than the width of a die

Convenient quick-release tabs on 
mounting brackets stay hidden, 
but easily pull down to unlock TV 
from wall plate for cable access

Our new Super Slim mounts emphasize ultra-thin TVs by placing them 
just over half an inch from the wall. The VisionMount ML11 and LL11 also 
offer exclusive features that make them incredibly easy to install and use. 
ClickStand™ technology holds the bottom of the TV away from the wall for 
easy cable access, and ProSet™ post-installation height and leveling 
adjustments allow perfect TV positioning after hanging. 

SUPER SLIM LOW-PROFILE MOUNTS

NEW VISIONMOUNT® 
SUPER SLIM LOW-PROFILE MOUNTS



Super Slim tilting mount sits just 
.86" from wall to complement the 
sleek look of ultra-thin TVs

MODEL ........................VLT1-B1
TV SIZE RANGE............ 37" – 65"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ....... 150 lbs.
AVAILABLE ..................Jan 2010

NEW VISIONMOUNT® 
SUPER SLIM TILTING MOUNT
The VLT1 Super Slim tilting mount offers the best of both worlds: it 
places TVs just .86" from the wall, yet still allows up to 10° of tilting 
capability. Its revolutionary Adjustable Virtual Axis™ technology was 
exclusively engineered by Sanus to compensate for today’s variety 
of flat-panel TV depths.

SUPER SLIM TILTING MOUNT
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Convenient quick-release 
tabs easily pull down to 
unlock TV from wall plate 
for cable access

Innovative ClickStand™  
holds TV away from wall for 
easy cable access without 
having to remove TV Wall plate mounting holes 

designed to accommodate 
16" or 24" on-center studs 

Adjustable Virtual Axis™ 
tilts TV to desired angle, 
then secures into place 

ProSet™ post-installation height and 
leveling adjustments allow TV to be 
perfectly positioned after hanging 





                   RACK & ROLL
ROCK-SOLID AV RACK SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERED FOR RELIABILITY, 
SECURITY AND EASY INSTALLATION.

Introducing new additions to the Sanus AV Component Series. 
Designed with high performance and structural integrity in mind, our 
racks feature heavy-gauge steel construction and vented back panels 
for increased airflow. Removable casters allow in-cabinet integration 
or freestanding installation for the ultimate in quality and flexibility.



NEW AV FOUNDATIONS™ 
BASIC SERIES
Expertly crafted for high performance and superior value, our new 
AV Foundations Basic Series brings a contemporary feel to the Sanus AV 
Foundations line. This solid piece features tempered glass for added strength 
and shatter resistance, open architecture for unrestricted airflow, and generous 
cable management channels to support even the largest AV systems.

MODEL .........................BFV145-B1
WEIGHT CAPACITY ........150 lbs.
AVAILABLE ...................Jan 2010

BASIC SERIES

Tempered-glass shelves are 
strong and shatter resistant

Open architecture allows 
unrestricted airflow, keeping 
AV components cool for 
optimum performance

Generous cable management 
channels support even the 
largest AV systems

Adjustable feet ensure 
the furniture is level 
on any surface



MODEL .........................FS56
TV SIZE RANGE.............32" – 56"
WEIGHT CAPACITY ........150 lbs.
AVAILABLE ...................Oct 2009

Introducing new flat-panel TV mounting solutions that offer the stability of 
a TV stand and the clean, low profile look of a tilting wall mount. The FS46 
and FS56 attach to the wall like a standard mount, but are also supported 
by two strong pillars, sharing the weight of the TV. This allows mounts to be 
anchored to the wall in any location without requiring wood studs, so your 
TV can be placed in the best location for your lifestyle and room décor. 

MODEL .........................FS46
TV SIZE RANGE.............26" – 46"
WEIGHT CAPACITY .......100 lbs.
AVAILABLE ...................Oct 2009

FLOOR STAND FOUNDATIONS
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 Offers the sleek look of a wall-
mounted TV without requiring 
wood stud installation

 Two strong steel pillars are 
finished in a sophisticated 
aged bronze

 Wood back panel conceals 
and routes all cables and 
wires against wall; included 
are cherry, mocha, black 
and paintable white panels 
to match any décor  

NEW AV FOUNDATIONS™ 
FLOOR STAND FOUNDATIONS



NEW AV FOUNDATIONS™ 
JAVA SERIES
The new Java Series JFV60 can be placed on the floor, attached to a TV 
backdrop or even mounted on the wall, making it the most versatile AV cabinet 
on the market. To provide installers with ultimate flexibility, this unique piece 
includes a steel back plate for mounting the unit to wall studs and removable 
feet for placing it on the floor. Three spacious shelves support up to 275 lbs 
of AV equipment when the unit is on the floor, and rear cable management 
channels easily conceal and route cabling for a flawless appearance. 

MODEL .........................JFV60
AVAILABLE ...................Jan 2010

JAVA SERIES

Includes a steel back plate for mounting 
the unit to wall studs and removable 
feet for placing it on the floor, providing 
installers with ultimate flexibility 

Sliding glass doors use premium 
nylon glides with steel bearings 
to allow smooth and easy access 
to AV components 

Three spacious shelves 
allow storage for multiple 
AV components

Convection cooling system allows heated 
air to escape through top as cooler air is 
drawn in through bottom, keeping AV 
components at a proper temperature 

WEIGHT CAPACITY       Wall Floor
TOP SHELF ...................50 lbs. 275 lbs.
MIDDLE SHELF .............50 lbs. 50 lbs.
BOTTOM SHELF ............50 lbs. 75 lbs.
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NEW AV FOUNDATIONS™ 
PLATINUM SERIES
Our updated Platinum Series furniture features a sleek, modern design 
to accommodate large flat-panel TVs and AV components with style. 
Available in a durable black powder-coated finish, each piece offers 
strong tempered-glass shelves and extra-large cable management 
channels. Smoked glass side panels offer an enclosed feel while 
open architecture keeps components cool for optimal performance.

MODEL ......................PFAV30
WEIGHT CAPACITY .....100 lbs.
AVAILABLE ................Oct 2009

PLATINUM SERIES

Sleek smoked glass and black 
powder-coated finish make 
these modern pieces a great 
addition to any home theater 

Open architecture allows 
unrestricted airflow to keep 
components cool 

Extra-large cable management 
channels conceal and route 
complex cable arrangements

Adjustable tempered-glass 
shelves provide added 
strength and safety

MODEL ......................PFV48
WEIGHT CAPACITY .....150 lbs.
AVAILABLE ................Oct 2009

MODEL ......................PFV60
WEIGHT CAPACITY .....150 lbs.
AVAILABLE ................Oct 2009



NEW SANUS ELEMENTS™ 
ACCESSORIES

»  Great accompaniment to 
accessories with ClickFit™ 
compatibility; also can be 
installed without

»  Features cable routing holes, 
single-gang low voltage pass-
through and low voltage power 
inlet/outlet opening

 
 MODEL .....................ELM803
 AVAILABLE ................Nov 2009

»  Routes low voltage cables and wires 
through wall for a flawless  home 
theater installation

»  Recessed in-wall box offers 56 cubic 
inches to allow room for jack packs 
to hold smaller client boxes

»  Features easy-to-use work tabs 
to simplify installation in 
pre-existing walls

»  Filters interference from 
sunlight and Plasma TVs to 
provide flawless signals

»  LED status lights provide 
power and IR signal indication

»  Frequency Range: 
30KHz – 60KHz

 MODEL .....................ELM501
 AVAILABLE ................Oct 2009

»  Effectively replicates infrared 
signals from remote controls to 
reach components stored remotely 
or hidden in enclosed cabinets

»  All-in-one kit contains all necessary 
elements to control 4 components

»  Tabletop and hole mounting options 
included in package

»  Two included 90° joints connect 
inside or around outside corners

»  Unique wall clips secure the most 
complex cable arrangements, 
discreetly concealing them under 
cable tunnels

 
 MODEL .....................ELM303
 AVAILABLE ................Now Shipping

»  Cable tunnel truck pack makes it easy 
for installers to conceal and route the 
most complex cable arrangements

»  Extra-long 4' ABS channels can be 
painted to match room décor and cut to 
specific lengths

»  Simply attach wall clips to wall, fasten 
cables into place and snap tunnels onto 
wall mounts for a seamless appearance

ALL-IN-ONE IR REPEATER

CABLE TUNNEL TRUCK PACK

LOW-VOLTAGE IN-WALL BOX



NEW SANUS ELEMENTS™ 
HDMI CABLES
Sanus Elements HDMI cables are designed to meet the highest performance 
standards for HD image and sound. Available in a variety of lengths, our 
cables feature an innovation sure to please installers: a pivoted head swivels 
90° up or down, making it easy to connect to hard-to-reach ports in tight 
places and behind TVs mounted on low-profile wall mounts.

2.5 Feet

MODEL ..................ELM402-G1
AVAILABLE ............Oct 2009

5.0 Feet

MODEL ...................ELM405-G1
AVAILABLE .............Oct 2009

10.0 Feet

MODEL ...................ELM410-G1
AVAILABLE .............Oct 2009

HDMI CABLES

15.0 Feet

MODEL ...................ELM415-G1
AVAILABLE .............Oct 2009

30.0 Feet

MODEL ...................ELM430-G1
AVAILABLE .............Oct 2009
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Less than 1-inch deep, the pivoted 
head swivels 90° up or down, making 
it easy to connect to hard-to-reach 
ports in tight places and behind TVs 
mounted on low-profile mounts

Gold-plated connectors 
improve the quality of 
connectivity

Available in a variety of 
lengths to suit any need, 
including 2.5, 5, 10, 15 
and 30 feet

Flexible cable material is easy 
to bend during installation

10', 15' and 30' cables 
are rated for in-wall use



Innovative ClickStand™ 
Holds TV away from wall 
for easy cable access 
without removing TV

Super Slim
Positions TVs just .55" from wall — 
less than the width of a die!

Lateral Shift
Rail design allows TV 
to shift left and right for 
perfect placement with 
off-center studs

Universal Design
Wall plate mounting holes 
designed to accommodate 
16” or 24” on-center studs

ProSet™ Technology
Height and leveling adjustments 
allow TV to be perfectly 
positioned after installation
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The LL11

INTRODUCING THE VISIONMOUNT® LL11 SUPER SLIM LOW-PROFILE MOUNT 

Specially designed to highlight ultra-thin flat-panel TVs, this 

low-profile wall mount positions your TV just .55" from the wall. 

The LL11 supports TVs 37"– 65" and up to 150 lbs., and it's the 

ONLY mount on the market that offers exclusive post-installation 

adjustment and cable-maintenance features at this depth. Sleek, 

sturdy and super slim, it takes low-profile to a whole new level. 

800.359.5520   www.sanus.com

Here’s the skinny.


